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Consumer Protection (E-Commerce) Rules, 2020 - Part II 

In Part I of the Article on the Consumer Protection (E-
Commerce) Rules, 2020, we looked at the meaning of e-
commerce, the important definitions such as E Commerce 
Entity, Platform, Ranking, Marketplace E-Commerce Entity 
and Inventory E-Commerce Entity. We also discussed Rule 4 
i.e. the duties of e-commerce entities.  

In this Article, we will be discussing the liabilities of e-
commerce entities. Interestingly, the duties are also listed 
under liabilities and the same will be discussed accordingly. 
The relevant rules also deal with the duties of sellers listed 
on such platforms.  

For better understanding, let us recap two important definitions:  

 Marketplace E-Commerce entity means an e-commerce entity which provides an information technology 
platform on a digital or electronic network to facilitate transactions between buyers and sellers. 

 
 Inventory E-Commerce entity means an e-commerce entity which owns the inventory of goods or 

services and sells such goods or services directly to the consumers and shall include single brand retailers 
and multi-channel single brand retailers. 

 
Some of the liabilities of a marketplace e-commerce entity and sellers’ duties are equally applicable to an 
inventory e-commerce entity (detailed under Rule 7), which are highlighted in this article at appropriate 
places. 

1. What are the liabilities of marketplace e-commerce entities (Rule 5) ? 
 

 Section 79(1) of the Information Technology Act, 2000 (IT Act, 2000) reads as: 

Notwithstanding anything contained in any law for the time being in force but subject to the provisions of sub-
sections (2) and (3), an intermediary shall not be liable for any third-party information, data, or communication 
link made available or hosted by him. 

If a marketplace e-commerce entity wishes to seek refuge under Sec. 79(1) of the IT Act, 2000, among other 
compliances, it will have to do the following: 

 make sure that its service ends with it providing access to its marketplace to sellers.  
 

 shall not modify any information which is transmitted by the seller on its marketplace. It shall observe due 
diligence while allowing a seller on its platform. 

 

 Upon being notified or on receipt of any information from any Govt. Dept. of any unlawful acts of the 
seller, it shall expeditiously remove or disable access to its market place to such seller.  
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2. What undertaking should the seller give (Rule 5) ? 

 
 It is the duty of the marketplace e-commerce entity to 

take an undertaking from the seller as to the accuracy of 
the description and images of the goods or services and 
that the actual product corresponds with appearance, 
nature, quality and other features of the goods or 
services.  
 

 This protects the end user from being deceived by the 
appearance of the product.  

 

3. What information is to be displayed by the e-commerce entity on its platform (Rule 5) ? 
 
The e-commerce entity shall display the following information in a clear and accessible manner on its 
platform: 
  

 name, address, details of registration, customer care number of the seller and the details of any 
feedback received.  In case of a dispute, the e-commerce entity shall provide such other details of the 
seller as requested by the customer. For example, Amazon follows the said rules - 
https://tinyurl.com/yyhbkxeh 

 
 In case of a complaint being lodged, a ticket number must be generated enabling the customer to track 

such complaint. (This is also applicable to an inventory e-commerce entity.) 
 

 Information as to return, refund, exchange, warranty and guarantee, delivery and shipment, modes of 
payment, and grievance redressal mechanism. (This is also applicable to an inventory e-commerce 
entity.)  

 
 Information on available payment methods, any fees or charges payable by the users, the procedure to 

cancel payments, contact information of relevant payment service 
provider. (This is also applicable to an inventory ecommerce entity.) 

 
Cash on delivery, Net banking, Credit/Debit Cards, UPI, Wallets are 
some of the modes of payments. Razorpay, PayU, Citrus are some of 
the examples of a payment service provider.  

 
 Information of the parameters that the marketplace e-commerce entity 

uses to rank goods or sellers in its platform and the relative importance of 
such parameters.   

Amazon’s Best Sellers Rank (BSR) is an example of a ranking system. It uses 
current & historic sales, product price changes & promotions and competitive products to calculate BSR. 

 

Promised    

Delivered   
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 Such other information provided by the seller to the Market Place Ecommerce Entity as required under 
the Consumer Protection (E-Commerce) Rules, 2020. 
 

 The platform should contain the T&Cs governing the relationship between the e-commerce entity and the 
seller. If any differentiated treatment is being provided to any goods & services in the same category, the 
same shall be mentioned on the platform.  

 

 Reasonable efforts shall be made by the marketplace e-commerce entity to maintain a record of repeat 
infringers of Trademarks and Copyrights or repeat violators of the Information Technology Act, 2000.  

The Consumer Protection (E-Commerce) Rules, 2020 casts a big duty on the marketplace e-commerce entities 
to vet the sellers’ credentials before allowing them onto their platforms. The marketplace is expected to 
exercise due care and due diligence while onboarding such sellers as well as during their relationship with the 
seller.  

4. What are the duties of sellers on the marketplace (Rule 6)? 
 

 The sellers shall not adopt any unfair trade practices either while using the marketplace or otherwise. 
 

 The sellers shall not represent as a customer and post fake reviews 
of its goods or services on the marketplace. (This is also applicable 
to an inventory e-commerce entity.) 
 

 In case defective, deficient, spurious goods or services are provided 
or the said goods and services are not as advertised or if there is 
delay in delivery of the goods or services, the seller shall not refuse 
to take back goods or discontinue services purchased and refund 
the consideration received. In case of a force majeure event, the 
above shall not be applicable to late delivery. (This is also applicable to an inventory e-commerce entity.)  

 
 The seller shall have a written contract with the marketplace e-commerce entity. 

 
  It shall appoint a grievance officer who shall acknowledge all grievances within 48 hours and redress them 

within 1 month of receipt.  
 

5. What information is to be displayed by the seller on the marketplace (Rule 6)? 
 

 All contractual information to be disclosed by law (This is also applicable to an inventory e-commerce 
entity.) 

 
 Total price of the product/ service in a single frame along with a break up showing all charges and taxes 

(This is also applicable to an inventory e-commerce entity.) 
 

 All notices prescribed by law including expiry date of the goods (This is also applicable to an inventory e-
commerce entity.) 

 
 All relevant details of the goods or services including country of origin  
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 Name, Contact Number and designation of grievance officer 
 

 In case of imported goods, the name & details of the importer, guarantees related to the authenticity and 
genuineness of the goods sold 

 
 

 Accurate details as to terms of exchange, returns, refunds and costs of return shipping. 
 

 Details as to delivery and shipment of goods 
 

 All guarantees and warranties offered 
 

6. What are the liabilities & duties of inventory e-commerce entities (Rule 7) ? 

Relevant provisions applicable to inventory e-commerce entities are already highlighted above as (This is also 
applicable to an inventory e-commerce entity.).  Additionally, 
following are some of the liabilities and duties of an inventory e-
commerce entity: 

 Ensure that the advertisements for marketing of goods or 
services match the actual characteristics, access and conditions.   

 
 In case it vouches either explicitly or implicitly for the 

authenticity of the goods or services or provides guarantees as to its authenticity, it shall bear liability in 
any action as regards the authenticity.  

Penal provisions prescribed in the recently enacted Consumer Protection Act, 2019 will deal with 
contravention of these rules.  

Conclusion: 

Prior to the Consumer Protection (E-Commerce) Rules, 2020, e-commerce entities were governed by the IT Act 
and rules created thereunder. The IT Act as such is not a consumer driven law. The Consumer Protection (E-
Commerce) Rules, 2020 have laid ground for regulation of e-commerce in India and heightened protection to 
consumers, thereby giving teeth to the consumer protection law.  
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